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Applications are open
Oxford Social Finance Programme
The pandemic, global recession, climate change and shifting
geopolitics require new collaborative and creative ways to use
capital. Join fellow participants seeking to address the world’s most
existential and difficult issues. The programme will help you
understand the range of sources for capital, and how to deploy and
combine them to achieve large scale positive impact.
Applications are currently open for our September 2022 Social
Finance Programme.
To learn more please click the arrow below.

Social Impact Reunion
17 - 18 September we will be hosting our
inaugural Oxford Social Impact Reunion
weekend. The event is exclusive to Alumni
of the Social Impact Programmes from the
last 10 years.
Attendees will have the opportunity to
expand their network, share strategies and
experiences whilst enjoying the Oxford
experience.
Please email Annabelle Richards at the link
below to register or learn more.

A New Impact Era
Last month, Oxford Impact Measurement
Programme Director Karim Harji joined
Cottino Social Impact Campus and ISTUD
Business School, in partnership with the
GSG.
Karim hosted and delivered a unique
Learning Session for companies and
managers interested in ESG and
sustainability: “A New Impact Era, from
strategy to measurement”.
Click the arrow to watch the full session.

Impact Measurement Webinar - Ventures
at the Helm
Last month, Oxford Impact Measurement
Programme Director Karim Harji was joined
by co-authors Penny Hawkins and Laura
Budzyna to talk about their new guide
'Ventures at the Helm'. They discussed how
ventures and investors can navigate the

ventures and investors can navigate the
Impact Measurement & Management (IMM)
journey together.
You can now watch the full webinar through
our YouTube channel.
Click the arrow to watch now.

How Saïd Business School is tackling
climate change
We are facing a climate emergency and
must urgently reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to stay below a 1.5C temperature
rise.
See how we are tackling climate change via
our five point plan and how our research and
teaching feeds our determination in finding
solutions for a more sustainable economy.
Read more by clicking the arrow.

Trends in Innovation
Thomas Hellmann, DP World Professor of
Entrepreneurship and Innovation discusses
the current trends in innovation.
He informs us on The Creative Destruction
Lab (CDL) which is a non-profit organisation
providing innovative research through Saïd
Business School on the world of AI, Fintech,
Climate Change and more.
To read more about Thomas Hellmann and
the CDL click the arrow below.
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